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� 4 �1 IntroductionNew key-oriented access control systems o�er a fully distributed alternativeto traditional hierarchical or centralized, identity-oriented schemes. In thenew systems, access rights are bound to a key, not to the identity of theowner of the key. They are delegated from key to key with chains of signedcerti�cates. These certi�cates form a network between the keys, where theamount of trust between each two keys can be exactly speci�ed. This way,local authorities are free to establish trust relations without the need for aglobal hierarchy of trusted o�cials.The goal of this paper is to present an abstract model for the networks ofdelegation formed by public-key certi�cates between keys. We formalize theconcept of a delegation network and present a formal semantics for delega-tion. The model is used for proving the equivalence of di�erent methods foraccess control decisions. In particular, we show that the certi�cate reduc-tion technique of [15] is sound and complete with respect to our de�nition ofauthorization. Theoretical treatment of the topic allows us to focus on theessential features of the systems instead of lengthy technical speci�cations.This makes it possible to develop e�cient algorithms for access control de-cisions from a database of certi�cates. We also show that joint delegationcerti�cates of [15] can be slightly generalized while simplifying the imple-mentation.1.1 Outline of the reportWe begin with a brief overview of the history and development of accesscontrol models in Sec. 1.2.The concept of delegation network and the authorization problem are de�nedin Sec. 2. This section also discusses subnetworks and presents a fundamentaltheorem on the existence �nite ones.Sec. 3 shows how delegation can be visualized as trees. This is helpful inproving theorems and in development of algorithms.Certi�cate reduction as a technique for deciding the authorization problemis introduced and its soundness and completeness is proven in Sec. 4. Thisis the most important result of the report.Our theory allows all certi�cates to be joint-delegation type, i.e. to haveseveral subjects whose co-operation is needed for using the delegated rights.Sec. 5 discusses threshold certi�cates where only a certain threshold num-ber of subjects is required to co-operate. A generalized type of threshold



� 5 �certi�cates is described and its security properties are proven.Sec. 6 contains algorithms for deciding the authorization problem from adatabase of certi�cates. The structure of a typical delegation network is dis-cussed. The model is based on conceptual analysis since examples of imple-mentations are not yet available. An e�cient two-way search algorithm forlarge sets of certi�cates is presented. The e�ciency of alternative algorithmsis compared based on the model of typical delegation network structure. Theexpected performance is compared to simulations on generated data.Sec. 7 concludes the report and makes some remarks on possible directionsof future research.1.2 Background and related workTraditionally, access control decisions in a system have been made by a cen-tral authority called reference monitor. The idea is that access requests gothrough a trusted system component that decides if they should be allowed.The authority can, for example, be an operating system or a database man-ager.The reference monitor concept cannot easily be adapted [20, 7, 25] to thehighly distributed systems built around today's data communications net-works [16, 26]. In the network, a virtually unlimited number of local author-ities can set up and administer access to their own resources. Furthermore,from each host's viewpoint, the network can be divided into areas of moreor less trusted and untrusted hosts, e.g. separated by �rewalls [12].The reference monitor usually follows some �xed access control policy. Themost common types of policies have been based on labeling of the subjectsand objects with multi-level labels. Higher level data is more sensitive andhigher level entities have more access rights. Well-known models of multi-level security are the Bell-LaPadula [4] and Biba [5] models.Multi-level security is suitable for centralized multi-user computers in a high-security environment such as military organizations. It does not necessarilysatisfy the needs of commercial environment or those of private persons. Ina commercial environment, the separation of duties between trusted entitiesis often just as important as protection against outsiders. The Clark�Wilson[13] and Chinese Wall [9] models aim to do this from di�erent angles of view.Another problem with multi-level security is that the concept of a singleglobal security policy does not scale well to computer networks. Since thecriteria for granting or denying access depend on the provider of the service,



� 6 �the policies in a network environment can be as diverse as the interests ofthe networked community.The PGP [31, 27] approach does away with authorities. Instead, a web oftrust is allowed to anarchically develop between individual persons on thenet. The central objective is trustworthy certi�cation of identities. However,because of the intransitivity of complete trust, the web-of-trust concept ismostly used for managing personal relations.Some systems like the X.509 authentication hierarchy [10, 17] and Kerberos[18] try to scale the centralized, identity-based approach to open networks.In X.509, trustworthiness radiates from a central trusted entity to lower levelauthorities. It has the obvious problem that, in the end, everyone has to trustall the o�cials appointed by the global central authority. In the Kerberosauthentication service, the goals are more modest and it has worked wellin local network domains. Problems arise when the system should be usedbetween arbitrary nodes on a large network. Some serious attempt are beingmade to combine the ideas from PGP web of trust and X.509 hierarchy intoa web of local hierarchies [11, 30]. It is too early to see how successful thiswill be in practice.Both the anarchical web of trust and the more centralized and hierarchicalsystems have had their main emphasis of verifying the identities of individu-als. The certi�cation authorities must be completely trusted with respect toall activities for which the certi�ed keys are used. This may be why a rightbalance between centralization and free formation of trust relations has notbeen found and no general solution exists to access control problems on thenetworks. The new kind of distributed, key-oriented authentication infras-tructures address the problems by replacing identities with cryptographickeys owned by individuals and computer systems. They allow free creationof local and global authorities and trust relationships between them. Also,the delegated rights, i.e. the level of trust, can be precisely speci�ed in thecerti�cates.The three most prominent proposals for distributed trust management areSPKI certi�cates [15] by Ellison et al., SDSI public key infrastructure [23] byRivest and Lampson, and PolicyMaker local security policy database [8] byBlaze et al. SDSI replaces globally unique names of entities with linked localname spaces [1]. SPKI is a standard proposal for certi�cates whose purposeis to delegate access rights rather than to certify identity. PolicyMaker is ageneral database for managing access control policies. In the developmentof our theory, we have most often referred to the SPKI speci�cation.A lot of work has been done on modelling the structure and behavior ofsystems under the control of a single reference monitor. For example, the



� 7 �take�grant model can be used to characterize di�erent access control policies[28, 6]. There is, however, very little literature on the new key-orientedsystems. Especially theoretical treatments have not been published. This isthe gap we are trying to �ll.



� 8 �2 Delegation networkWe start by de�ning a structure called delegation network in Sec. 2.1. Itconsists of keys and certi�cates delegating authorizations between the keys.The authorizations are rights to perform sets of operations. This is detailedin Sec. 2.2. In Sec. 2.3 we continue by formulating the authorization prob-lem, i.e. the question of who is authorized to which operations, in termsof the delegation networks. Subnetworks and a fundamental result on theirexistence is presented in Sec. 2.4.2.1 De�nition of delegation networkWe de�ne a delegation network as a directed bipartite graph. The partitionsof nodes are called keys (the set Keys) and certi�cates (the set Certs). Thecerti�cates are annotated with authorizations (the set Auths). The directionsof arcs (the Flow relation) point from the issuer key to the certi�cate andfrom the certi�cate to the subject keys. With the certi�cate, the issuerdelegates to the subject(s) the right to (jointly) request some operations tobe executed. In our level of abstraction, the keys are primitive data items inthe sense that we will not give any structure to the set. The relations betweenkeys are determined by their connections to the certi�cates. This way, weabstract away the cryptography that will make keys and certi�cates work inimplementations. The authenticity of the certi�cates must have been checkedby verifying signature on them at the time the certi�cates were entered intothe database. The set of authorizations, on the other hand, will be given astructure in Sec. 2.2.De�nition 1 (delegation network) A delegation network is a 5-tupleDN = hKeys ;Certs ;Auths ;Flow ; authi such that1. Keys is a set called keys,2. Certs is a set called certi�cates,3. Auths is a set called authorizations,4. Flow � Keys �Certs [Certs �Keys is called a �ow relation,5. for each c 2 Certs, there is a unique key k 2 Keys such that hk; ci 2Flow . This key is called the issuer of c.6. for each c 2 Certs, there is at least one and at most a �nite number ofkeys k such that hc; ki 2 Flow . These keys are called the subjects of c.



� 9 �7. auth : Certs �! Auths maps certi�cates into authorizations.According to the de�nition, a certi�cate is connected to two or more otherkeys. For exactly one of these keys, the arc is directed towards the certi�cate.This key is the issuer, i.e. signer, of the certi�cate. The other keys, subjects,are the keys to whom the certi�cate has been given. The function authattaches to each certi�cate the access rights delegated with it.We limit the number of subjects for each certi�cate to �nite although thenumber of certi�cates in the network can be in�nite. This makes sensebecause representing an in�nite set of cryptographic keys in one certi�catedoes not seem implementable but the number of certi�cates retrievable from,for example, a computer network can be unlimited.The certi�cates could also be de�ned as a relation between keys. We havechosen the graph approach, because it makes the theory more visual and wewill draw ideas for decision algorithms from graph theory. It should be notedthat if all certi�cates have only a single subject, the nodes representing themhave only one incoming arc and one leaving arc. In that case, the certi�catescan be pictured as annotations on arcs between the keys.Note that we allow delegation networks to have cycles, i.e. a key can directlyor indirectly delegate access rights to itself. This kind of cyclic delegationnaturally will not give the key any new rights. It merely means that thealternative paths of delegation form loops. For simplicity, we also do notwant to disallow direct delegation to self although it is never useful in prac-tice. We will, however, show that in some situations it su�ces to look atparts of delegation networks with no cycles. Therefore we give the followingde�nition.De�nition 2 (acyclic) A delegation network with �ow relation Flow isacyclic i� the network has are no cycle, i.e. looping chains of certi�cateshk1; c1i; hc1; k2i; hk2; c2i; hc2; k3i; : : : ; hcn�1; kni 2 Flowwhere k1 = kn.Fig. 1 shows an example of a delegation network. On the certi�cates, wehave marked the access rights delegated by them. Only one certi�cate hasmore than one subject. The network has a cycle although no access rightsare actually delegated all the way around the cycle.



� 10 �
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Figure 1: A delegation network2.2 Set-type authorizationsThe auth function speci�es the access rights delegated with a certi�cate. Thestructure of the authorizations depends on what kind of access takes placein the system.Often, authorizations are a sets of operations that the subject of the certi�-cate is allowed to request. In that case, the result of a series of delegationsis given by the intersection of the operation sets allowed in the delegationsand the result of obtaining access rights from several sources is given by theunion of the operation sets.De�nition 3 (set-type authorizations) Set type authorizations areformed by a lattice of subsets of a set of operations.Thus, the authorizations are sets of operations, Auths � P (Ops) (the powerset of Ops) for some set Ops . The word lattice in this context means thatthe union and the intersection of any two authorizations must also be au-thorizations.If DN = hKeys ;Certs ;Auths ;Flow ; authi is a delegation network, the setOps = [Auths is called the operations of DN .The set-type authorizations have the advantage that the right to performeach operation can be considered separately. There is no need to de�nespecial operations for combining the rights obtained by a single key fromseveral certi�cate paths. Instead, the certi�cates can be presented togetherto demonstrate the right to the union of the access rights delegated by eachof them. This makes the implementation of the system straightforward. Itwould be possible to de�ne authorizations with more complex structure, forexample, by allowing arbitrary functions for combining them as in [8].



� 11 �2.3 The authorization problemWe will now de�ne how the access rights are transfered from key to key ina delegation network. This is the most straightforward way to de�ne thesemantics of the authentication networks since it raises directly from theintuitive meaning of the certi�cates. Access rights are transfered to the setof subjects who all must delegate the right to the same key, possibly viaother keys. When there is only one subject, that subject can alone use ordelegate the rights. Of course, every key completely trusts itself.De�nition 4 (authorizes relation) Let DN = hKeys ;Certs ;Auths;Flow ;authi be a delegation network where the authorizations are set-type. Denoteby Ops the operations of DN . The relation authorizesDN � Keys �Keys �Ops is the smallest three-place relation such that1. if k 2 Keys and o 2 Ops, then hk; k; oi 2 authorizesDN , and2. if hk1; ci 2 Flow and hk; k2; oi 2 authorizesDN for all k such thathc; ki 2 Flow , then hk1; k2; oi 2 authorizesDN .Lemma 5 With the assumptions of Def. 4, there is a unique smallest rela-tion (with respect to set inclusion) satisfying the two rules in the de�nition.Proof Assume that authorizes i are two or more di�ering minimal rela-tions satisfying the two rules in Def. 4. The intersection of the relationsauthorizes = \authorizes i is smaller than either of the two relations. Fur-thermore, the intersection satis�es the two conditions: (1) hk; k; oi mustbe included in all the relations, so it also is in the intersection. (2) Ifhk1; ci 2 Flow , and hk; k2i 2 authorizes for all k such that hc; ki 2 Flow ,then also hk; k2i 2 authorizes i for the same keys k for all i. Therefore,hk1; k2; oi 2 authorizes i. Thus, hk1; k2; oi is in authorizes and Rule 2 is sat-is�ed. Since the intersection authorizes is smaller than all of the relationsand also satis�es the two rules, the relations authorizes i cannot be minimal.In conclusion, the assumption of having two di�erent minimal relations iswrong and there is a unique smallest relation authorizesDN . �Note that the de�nition does not refer to the graph terminology at all. InSec. 3 we will give an equivalent formulation based on trees in the graph.Often, we will write authorizesDN (k1; k2; o) in predicate notation to de-note hk1; k2; oi 2 authorizesDN . If ops is a set of operations, and we haveauthorizesDN (k1; k2; o) for all o 2 ops, we write authorizesDN (k1; k2; ops).



� 12 �When authorizesDN (k1; k2; o) is true, we say that key k1 delegates autho-rization for operation o to key k2 in DN . This is the central question to bequeried from a database of certi�cates, called the authorization problem.The authorization problemIn a database of certi�cates, does a key k1 delegate authorization foroperation o to another key k2, i.e. is authorizesDN (k1; k2; o) true in thedelegation network?For example, in the network of Fig. 1, authorizes(k1; k6; r) is true, butauthorizes(k1; k6; w) and authorizes(k1; k7; r) are not true because the dele-gation path through k2 is missing.Usually, the �rst key in the chain of delegation should be a key belonging tothe server providing the service for which authorization is being delegated.This way, the server who naturally trusts its own public key can verify fromthe set of certi�cates that the client key has the right to request the service.The idea of minimality in Def. 4 is that all tuples in the relation authorizesshould have an explicit reason for being there. It is a straightforward con-sequence of the minimality that in order for a triple hk1; k2; oi to be in therelation authorizes , one of the Rules 1 and 2 must be the reason. This isformally stated in the following lemma.Lemma 6 Let DN be a delegation network. For all keys k1 such thathk1; k2; oi 2 authorizesDN , at least one of the following holds:1. k1 = k2, or2. there exist c 2 Certs such that hk1; ci 2 Flow andhk; k2; oi 2 authorizesDN for all k such that hc; ki 2 Flow .Proof The theorem is proven by contradiction. Assume that there is anelement hk1; k2; oi 2 authorizesDN for which neither of the conditions 1�2of Lemma 6 holds. The relation authorizes 0 = authorizesDN n fhk1; k2; oigis smaller than authorizesDN . Furthermore, neither of the conditions inDef. 4 requires hk1; k2; oi to be a member of the relation, and removing anelement from the relation cannot make the conditions true for any otherelement. Thus, the smaller relation still satis�es the requirements of Def. 4.Therefore, the assumption cannot be true. �In addition, the minimality of authorizes means that looping or in�nitechains of certi�cates do not add to the relation. A consequence is that in



� 13 �order to have e�ect, any path of delegation must end in a certi�cate that hasonly a single subject. This is stated formally in the next theorem. Althoughthe theorem does not depend on any concepts other than those presented sofar and could thus be proven here, the proof is delayed till the end of Sec.2.4 where we have some technically convenient results at hand.Theorem 7 Let DN be a delegation network such that authorizesDN (k1; k2; o)for two keys k1 6= k2. There is a certi�cate c in DN whose only subject isk2.2.4 SubnetworksEven if the delegation network is very large or in�nite in size, decisions togrant access are based on �nite subsets of certi�cates. For this purpose, wede�ne the concept of a subnetwork. A subnetwork is a part of a delegationnetwork that has some of the keys and certi�cates of the original network sothat all the keys connected to the remaining certi�cates are also retained.De�nition 8 (subnetwork) Let DN = hKeys;Certs ;Auths ;Flow ; authibe a delegation network. DN 0 = hKeys 0;Certs 0;Auths 0;Flow 0; auth 0i is asubnetwork of DN i� Keys 0 � Keys, Certs 0 � Certs, Auths 0 � Auths, andFlow 0 and auth 0 are restrictions of Flow and auth, respectively, to Keys 0and Certs 0, and the following condition is satis�ed: c 2 Certs 0 ^ (hk; ci 2Flow _ hc; ki 2 Flow ) ) k 2 Keys 0.If DN 0 is a subnetwork of DN , we say that DN is a supernetwork of DN 0.The authorization relation in a subnetwork is naturally a subset of the re-lation for a supernetwork. This is because the rules in Def. 4 cannot bedisabled by adding new keys and certi�cates to the delegation network.Theorem 9 Let DN be a delegation network with set-type authorizationsand DN 0 its subnetwork. In that case, authorizesDN 0 � authorizesDN .Proof LetDN = hKeys ;Certs ;Auths;Flow ; authi be a delegation networkand DN 0 = hKeys 0;Certs 0;Auths 0;Flow 0; auth 0i its subnetwork . By thede�nition of subnetwork (Def. 8), Keys 0 � Keys , Certs 0 � Certs and Flow 0 �Flow . Def. 4 de�nes authorizesDN 0 as the smallest relation including alltuples that satisfy certain two conditions (the left sides of the two rulesin the de�nition). These conditions are monotonic in the way that theycannot be made false by adding new items into the sets Keys 0, Certs 0 andFlow 0. Therefore, if hk1; k2; oi 2 authorizesDN 0 by the rules, also hk1; k2; oi 2



� 14 �authorizesDN for any delegation network DN with equal or larger sets ofkeys, certi�cates and �ow relation. �The next theorem is the basis for most of the following theory and for de-velopment of decision algorithms. It shows that we only need to consider�nite subsets of certi�cates when deciding if the relation authorizesDN holdsfor a pair of keys. The proof is particularly interesting because its �rst partcontains a construction of the relation authorizesDN .Theorem 10 Let DN be a delegation network where authorizesDN (k1; k2; o).DN has a �nite acyclic subnetwork DN 0 = hKeys 0;Certs 0;Auths;Flow 0; auth 0iwhere authorizesDN 0(k1; k2; o) and, furthermore,1. authorizesDN 0(k; k2; o) is true for all the keys k 2 Keys 0,2. k2 is the only key in Keys 0 that is not an issuer of any certi�cate inCerts 0, and3. o 2 auth 0(c) for all c 2 Certs 0.Proof (including construction of authorizes) In the �rst part of theproof we follow the �ow relation from the subject keys (in particular fromk2) towards issuers and get a subset of certi�cates where the maximum lengthof delegation paths is bounded. In the second part, we follow the �ow fromk1 towards k2 and remove all but one of the alternative delegation paths.The result is a �nite subnetwork with the desired properties.We �rst consider an arbitrary operation o and a subject key k and see whichkeys delegate the right for the operation o to the key k. These keys andthe certi�cates delegating the right to o will be collected in indexed sets byincreasing length of delegation paths to k. As an initial step, de�ne the setsCertsk;o0 = ;;Keysk;o0 = fkg;Ak;o0 = fhk; k; oig:Then, for i = 1; 2; : : : , de�neCertsk;oi = fc j o 2 auth(c) ^(8k0 : (hc; k0i 2 Flow ) k0 2 [ij=0Keysk;oj )^ (hk0; ci 2 Flow ) k0 62 Keysk;oi�1))g;Keysk;oi = fkg [ fk0 j c 2 Certsk;oi ^ hk0; ci 2 Flowg;Ak;oi = fhk0; k; oi j k0 2 Keysk;oi g:



� 15 �Corresponding cumulative collections of keys and certi�cates areCerts�k;ol = [li=o Certsk;oi ;Keys�k;ol = [li=o Keysk;oi :We show by induction that Keys�k;oi and Certs�k;oi cannot form in�nite pathsof keys and certi�cates. Basis step: The maximum path length of Flow inKeys�k;o0 [Certs�k;o0 is 0. This is because all paths contain only a single key.Induction step: If the maximum path length of Flow in Keys�k;oi [Certs�k;oiis �nite, then in Keys�k;oi+1 [ Certs�k;oi+1 it is extended at most by 2. In�nitepaths cannot be formed for two reasons. Firstly, the extensions to pathslead to new keys that were not in the previous set. Hence, loops cannotbe formed with earlier keys and certi�cates. The extensions only increaselength of existing paths. Secondly, the extensions themselves cannot connectto each other forming loops or in�nite paths because the subjects of the newcerti�cates are all in the earlier sets. Only the issuer is in the new set. Byinduction, the maximum path length for Flow in Keys�k;oi [Certs�k;oi is �nitemeaning also that loops do not exist for any i � 0.Moreover, hk0; k; oi 2 Ak;oi for all k0 2 Keysk;oi for all i = 0; 1; 2; : : : , andAk;oi � authorizesDN . In the basis step this follows from Rule 1 of Def. 4and later from Rule 2 of the same de�nition.We now construct authorizesDN as a union of the sets Ak;oi . Denote the setof operations of DN by Ops and letA = [o2Ops [k2Keys [1i=0 Ak;oi :Based on the results of the previous paragraph, A � authorizesDN . Also, Ais closed in DN with respect to the two rules of Def. 4. Rule 1 is satis�edbecause [o2Ops[k2KeysAk;o0 � A. For Rule 2, consider any hk01; ci 2 Flow forwhich hc; ki 2 Flow implies hk; k02; oi 2 A. Since the number of subjects k ofc is �nite, there is some �nite i so that k 2 Keysk02;oi for all the subjects k.If k01 2 Keysk02;oi then hk01; k02; oi 2 Ak02;oi . If k01 62 Keysk02;oi it follows from ourconstruction of the sets that k01 2 Keysk02;oi+1 and hk01; k02; oi 2 Ak02;oi+1 . In bothcases, hk01; k02; oi 2 A. Hence, A ful�lls the two closure rules of authorizesDN .Since we also know that A � authorizesDN , the minimality of authorizesDNimplies A = authorizesDN .Note that the issuers and subjects of all certi�cates of Certs�k;oi are inKeys�k;oi . Moreover, the sets above are constructed in such a way that forall k0 2 Keysk;oi except for k, there is a certi�cate issued by k in Certsk;oi andthe subjects of the certi�cate are all in Keys�k;oi�1 . Thus, for all i, k is the only



� 16 �key in Keys�k;oi that is not an issuer of any certi�cate in Certs�k;oi , and allcerti�cates of Certs�k;oi allow operation o. These properties will be retainedin the further reduced sets of certi�cates in the second part of the proof.Since hk1; k2; oi 2 A, we have k1 2 Keysk2;oj and hk1; k2; oi 2 Ak2;oj for somej 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : g. This j is the maximum length of delegation paths thatneed to be considered for authorizesDN (k1; k2; o) to be found true.We now get to the second part of the proof. The subnetwork DN 0 will beformed by following the delegation paths in Keys�k2;oj [ Certs�k2;oj from thekey k1 towards the subjects. On the way, we select one of all alternativeways in which the rights reach the key k2. As the path lengths are �nitelybounded, the chosen paths will terminate at k2 after a �nite number of steps.Let Keysj = fk1g and let Certsj = fcg be a singleton containing (an arbi-trarily chosen) one of the certi�cates in Certsk2;oj such that hk1; ci 2 Flow .According to the de�nition of Keysk;oj , at least one such c must exist. Oth-erwise, k1 would not be in Keysk;oj .For i = j � 1; j � 2; : : : ; 1; 0 de�ne:Keys i = fk j hc; ki 2 Flow ^ c 2 Certs i+1g:Also, build the set Certs i by choosing for each k 2 Keysi one certi�catec 2 Certsk2;oi such that hk; ci 2 Flow . Again, such a c must exist becauseotherwise k would not be in Keysk2;oi .The �nite and acyclic subnetwork DN 0 is constructed as follows. DenoteKeys 0 = [ji=0Keysj and Certs 0 = [ji=0Certsj . The delegation networkDN 0 = hKeys 0;Certs 0;Auths ;Flow 0; auth 0i where Flow 0 and auth 0 are re-strictions of Flow and auth (respectively) to Keys 0 [Certs 0, is a subnetworkof DN because the issuer and the subjects of each certi�cate of Certs i arein Keysi [Keys i�1 and thus in Keys 0.We now show that DN 0 is acyclic and �nite. Since the paths of Flow inKeys 0 [ Certs 0 are a subset of the paths in Keys�k;oj [ Certs�k;oj , the pathslengths are bounded by a �nite number j also in DN 0. Hence, the pathsare acyclic. The number of keys and certi�cates in Keysj [ Certs j is �nite(actually there is one key and one certi�cate). For each index i = j � 1; j �2; : : : , the number of keys and certi�cates in Keysi [ Certs i remains �nitebecause the number of subjects for each certi�cate is �nite. Since the lengthsof the paths are �nite, the total number of keys and certi�cates chosen toDN 0 is �nite. Thus, DN 0 is acyclic and �nite, as suggested in the theorem.On each level of the construction, i = j � 1; j � 2; : : : ; 1; 0, Keysi andCerts i are non-empty because of the way in which Keysk;oi and Certsk2;oi



� 17 �were constructed guarantees that all certi�cates of Certsk2;oi have subjectsin Keys�k2;oi�1 . Thus, Keys0 = fk2g � Keys 0.We show by induction that authorizesDN 0(k; k2; o) for all k 2 Keys 0. The ba-sis step: for the single key k2 2 Keys0, authorizesDN 0(k2; k2; o) follows fromRule 1 of Def. 4. The induction step: assume that authorizesDN 0(k; k2; o)for all k 2 Keys i. The sets Certsk2;oi+1 and Keysk2;oi+1 were speci�cally con-structed so that all k 2 Keysk2;oi+1 issue a certi�cate in Certsk2;oi+1 and allc 2 Certsk2;oi+1 have subjects in Keys�k2;oi . When we above chose some ofthese keys to Keys i and Keys i+1 and some certi�cates to Certs i+1, thiswas done in such a way that all keys of Keys i+1 still issue a certi�cate inCerts i+1 and all subjects of this certi�cate are still in Keys i. By Rule 2 ofDef. 4 it follows that authorizesDN 0(k; k2; o) for all k 2 Keys i+1: By induc-tion, authorizesDN 0(k; k2; o) for all k 2 Keys 0. This su�ces to show Claim 1of the theorem. Naturally also authorizesDN 0(k1; k2; o).The construction guarantees directly that keys other than k2 in Keys 0 areissuers of certi�cates in Certs 0. Key k2 cannot be the issuer of any certi�cate,because the issuers of new certi�cates to Certsk2;oi are required not to be inthe previous sets Keys�k2;oi�1 , and k2 2 Keys�k2;oi for all i = 0; 1; 2; : : : . Thus,Claim 2 holds for DN 0.Finally, only certi�cates c for which o 2 auth 0(c) were chosen to Certs�k2;ojand consequently to Certs 0. This concludes the proof of Claim 3 and of theentire Theorem 10. �The above theorem is consequence of the requirement for the set of subjectsof a single certi�cate to be �nite. If we would allow a certi�cate to havean in�nite number of subjects, the �niteness of the subnetwork in the abovetheorem would not hold. It is interesting to note that the absence of in�nitelength paths could still be proven. Fig. 2 illustrates the peculiar situationwhere a certi�cate has an in�nite number of subjects and all paths have �nitelength but the path lengths do not have any upper bound. We are, however,interested in delegation that depends only on �nite number of certi�catesand, thus, can be decided algorithmically.One further detail to note is that the re�exive transitive closure of the �owrelation in an asymmetric delegation network is a partial order on the keysand certi�cates.Theorem 11 Let DN be a �nite and acyclic delegation network with �owrelation Flow . The re�exive and transitive closure of Flow is a partial orderon the keys and certi�cates.
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Figure 2: A certi�cate with an in�nite number of subjectsProof The re�exive and transitive closure of an acyclic graph is re�exive,transitive and antisymmetric, and thus, a partial order. �Next we will prove Theorem 7. The theorem itself is a consequence of therequirement for the authorizes relation to be minimal and it does not involvesubnetworks is any way. Nevertheless, we give the proof at this point ofdiscussion because it is easier to present with the help of Theorem 10.Proof of Theorem 7 Let DN be a delegation network such thatauthorizesDN (k1; k2; o) for two keys k1 6= k2. Assume that all certi�cates ofDN that have k2 as a subject also have at least one other subject.According to Theorem 10, DN has a �nite, acyclic subnetwork DN 0 =hKeys 0;Certs 0;Auths 0;Flow 0; auth 0i, where also authorizesDN 0(k1; k2; o). A�nite and acyclic subnetwork has no in�nite chains of keys and certi�catessuch that hk01; c01i; hc01; k02i; hk02; c02i; hc02; k03i; : : : 2 Flow .Since the certi�cates in DN 0 are a subset of those in DN , and their subjectsare preserved, it follows that all certi�cates in DN 0 that have k2 as a subject,also have at least one other subject.We choose k01 = k1. Since authorizesDN (k1; k2; o) and k1 6= k2, Lemma 6 saysthat there must exist a certi�cate c01 issued by k1 for all of whose subjects k,authorizesDN (k; k2; o). By our assumption, one of the subjects is not equalto k2. We choose this subject as k02. We already have authorizesDN (k02; k2; o)and k02 6= k2 so we take k02 as the next starting point and �nd a certi�catec02 and subject k03. Continuing this way, we get an in�nite chain of keys andcerti�cates where a subject of the precious certi�cate always issues the nextcerti�cate. But such chains cannot exist in an acyclic network. Thus, theassumption is false and there is a certi�cate in DN 0 and in DN whose onlysubject is k2. �



� 19 �k1 fr; wg k2k3 k5k4 k4k6 k6fr; wgfrgfr; wg fr; wgfr; wgFigure 3: A delegation tree3 Tree-based formulation of the authorization prob-lemIn this section, we will reformulate the authorization problem with graphterminology. If a key k1 delegates access rights to another key k2, a tree ofkeys and certi�cates can be formed such that k1 is at the root of the treeand all branches end to k2. The tree-based representation of delegation willhelp us to visualize the theory and to make proofs more intuitive (see Sec.4), and it has played a key role in development of graph-search algorithmsfor delegation decisions in Sec. 6.We formally de�ne the tree in Sec. 3.1 and show in Sec. 3.2 that such a treeexists if and only if the authorizes relation holds.3.1 Delegation treeFigure 3 shows how part of the delegation network of Fig. 1 can be unfoldedinto a tree. This tree shows how the right to operation r is delegated fromk1 to k6.Formally, a tree hNodes ;Arcsi is an acyclic directed graph formed by a set ofnodes Nodes and arcs Arcs � Nodes � Nodes connecting them. If hn; n0i 2Arcs , the node n is called the parent of n0 and n0 is called a child of n. Thereis a unique node, called root node, with no parent. All other nodes have aunique parent. The nodes with no children are called leaf nodes. A tree is�nite if the number of nodes and arcs is �nite. The depth of a tree is themaximum path length from a leaf to the root.For a set of nodes Nodes and a function h, we denote h(Nodes) = fh(n) jn 2Nodesg.An annotation of the nodes of a tree with keys and certi�cates of the network,can be formalized as a homomor�sm from the tree to the delegation network.De�nition 12 (homomor�sm from tree to delegation network) Let



� 20 �DN = hKeys ;Certs ;Auths;Flow ; authi be a delegation network and T =hNodes ;Arcsi a tree. A function h : Nodes �! Keys [Certs is a homomor-�sm from DT to DN i� for all nodes n; n0 2 Nodes the following hold:1. if hn; n0i 2 Arcs then hh(n); h(n0)i 2 Flow ,2. if h(n) 2 Certs, there is exactly one node n0 such that hh(n0); h(n)i 2Flow ,3. if h(n) 2 Certs, then h is a bijection from the nodes such that hn; n0i 2Arcs to the keys such that hh(n); ki 2 Flow .According to the de�nition, h is simply a homomor�sm from a tree to a bipar-tite graph where the local structure around one of the partitions, certi�cates,is preserved. We require a node corresponding to a certi�cate to have a par-ent corresponding to the issuer and children with 1-1 correspondence to thesubjects of the certi�cate. (The latter requirement is not essential for ourtheory but it makes the concept of homomor�sm more intuitive.)In Conditions 2 and 3 of the above de�nition, we implicitly assume that ifa node corresponds to a certi�cate, its parent and child nodes correspondkeys. This follows from Condition 1 and the bipartite structure of the dele-gation network. The converse also holds, i.e. parents and children of nodescorresponding to keys correspond to certi�cates. Moreover, the root and theleaf nodes of the tree map into keys. This is because every certi�cate musthave an issuer and a subject and they are preserved in the tree.Lemma 13 Let h be a homomor�sm from a tree DT to a delegation networkDN = hKeys;Certs ;Auths ;Flow ; authi. If a node n is mapped by h into acerti�cate, its parent and children are mapped into keys. Also, if a node ismapped into a key, its parent and children (if any exist) are mapped intocerti�cates.Proof Assume that nodes n and n0 map both into keys or both into certi�-cates and hn; n0i 2 Arcs. Condition 1 in Def. 12 states that hh(n); h(n0)i 2Flow . Thus, two keys or two certi�cates are connected in the delegationnetwork, but this is not possible according to Def. 1 where the �ow relationonly connects keys to certi�cates and certi�cates to keys. �The homomor�sm always maps the boundary of a tree, i.e. its root and leafs,into keys. This is because we want the issuer and subjects of all certi�catesto be precisely copied from the delegation network to the tree.



� 21 �Lemma 14 Let h be a homomor�sm from a tree DT to a delegation networkDN = hKeys ;Certs ;Auths ;Flow ; authi. h maps the root node and all theleaf nodes of DT into Keys.Proof Def. 1 requires every certi�cate to have at least one subject key.Condition 3 of Def. 12 requires the nodes of the tree mapping into certi�catesto have children corresponding to all the subjects of the certi�cate. Thus, acerti�cate node always has children and it cannot be a leaf node.Similarly, Condition 2 of the same de�nition says that a certi�cate nodealways has a parent node mapping into the issuer key of the certi�cate.Thus, a node corresponding to a certi�cate is never the root node. �A delegation tree is simply a tree together with a homomor�sm into a dele-gation network.De�nition 15 (delegation tree) Let DN be a delegation network. Wesay that DT = hNodes ;Arcs ; hi is a delegation tree in DN i� hNodes ;Arcsiis a �nite tree and h is a homomor�sm from hNodes ;Arcsi to DN .When certi�cates have only one subject, delegation trees reduce into simplepaths in the graph. When there are more subjects, the paths branch intotrees.3.2 Trees and the authorization problemWe will show that the �nite delegation trees su�ce to completely characterizethe delegation of access rights in a delegation network. But before we canstate the exact relation between delegation trees and the authorizes relation,we need the following lemma.Lemma 16 Let hNodes ;Arcs ; hi be a delegation tree in a delegation networkDN . A node is the root of an even-depth subtree i� h maps it into a key.Also, a node is the root of an odd-depth subtree i� h maps it into a certi�cate.Proof This is easily shown by induction on the length of subtrees. Basisstep: all roots of subtrees of depth 0, i.e. the leaf nodes map into keysaccording to Lemma 14. The roots of subtrees of depth 1 are connected tothe leafs and, by Lemma 13, mapped into certi�cates.Induction step: assume that all roots of even-depth subtrees map into keysand roots of odd-depth subtrees map into certi�cates for subtrees of depth i



� 22 �or smaller where i is even. Let n be a root of a subtree of depth i+1. n hasa child that is a root of subtree of depth i and, by our assumption, maps intoa key. By Lemma 13, n has to map into a certi�cate. On the other hand,let n be a root of a subtree of depth i+ 2. In that case, n has a child thatis a root of a subtree of depth i + 1 and, as concluded above, maps into acerti�cate. Again by Lemma 13, n has to map into a key. This shows thatthe roots of subtrees of depth i+ 1 map into certi�cates and of depth i+ 2into keys. By induction, the assumption is valid for subtrees of any �nitedepth. Since all nodes of the tree are roots of subtrees of either even or odddepth, this su�ces to prove the lemma. �Finally, we are ready to show that the authorization problem can be for-mulated as a question on the existence of delegation trees. This is provenusing Theorem 10 that said it is su�cient to look at �nite subnetworks. Thetheorem is thus a consequence of the limitation for certi�cates to have onlya �nite number subjects.Theorem 17 Let DN = hKeys ;Certs ;Auths ;Flow ; authi be a delegationnetwork, o an operation in DN , and k1; k2 2 Keys. authorizesDN (k1; k2; o)is true i� there exists a delegation tree DT = hNodes ;Arcs ; hi in DN suchthat1. for the unique root node n of the tree, h(n) = k1,2. for all leaf nodes n of the tree, h(n) = k2, and3. for all nodes n 2 Nodes , if h(n) 2 Certs then o 2 auth(h(n)).Proof We �rst show that the existence of a delegation tree implies theauthorization.Let DN = hKeys ;Certs ;Auths ;Flow ; authi be a delegation network andDT = hNodes ;Arcs ; hi a delegation tree in DN such that the Conditions1�3 of the theorem are satis�ed. Every node of the delegation tree is theroot of a subtree. We will show by induction on the depth of subtrees thatauthorizesDN (h(n); k2; o) holds for all the nodes n that are mapped into keysby h. Basis step: Let n be a leaf node of DT . In that case, h(n) = k2 andauthorizesDN (k2; k2; o) by Condition 1 of Def. 4. Thus, the claim is true forall nodes that are roots of subtrees of depth 0.Induction step: Assume that authorizesDN (h(n); k2; o) for all nodes n thatare roots of subtrees of even depth smaller than or equal to some eveni � 0. Let n be the root of a subtree of depth i + 2. Lemma 16 shows



� 23 �that n is mapped into a key. Let n0 be a child node of n. A child n0exists because i + 2 > 0. According to Lemma 13, the child is mappedinto a certi�cate h(n0), and its children into keys. By Lemma 16, thechildren of n0 are roots of subtrees of even depth. This depth is i orsmaller. Therefore, the induction hypothesis implies that for all the chil-dren n00 of n0, authorizesDN (h(n00); k2; o). By Condition 3 of Def. 12, thereexist children of n0 mapped by h onto all of the subjects of h(n0). Thismeans that authorizesDN (k; k2; o) for all the subjects k of h(n0). Conse-quently, by Condition 2 of Def. 4, authorizesDN (k; k2; o) where k is theissuer of h(n0). But by Condition 3 of Def. 12, the issuer is k = h(n).That is, authorizesDN (h(n); k2; o) for the root n of an arbitrary subtree ofdepth i+ 2. By induction, authorizesDN (h(n); k2; o) is true for all nodes inn 2 Nodes that map into keys, also for the root node that maps into k1.Hence authorizesDN (k1; k2; o). This su�ces to prove the `if' direction of thetheorem.Next, we show that the authorization implies the existence of a delegationtree.Let DN = hKeys ;Certs ;Auths ;Flow ; authi be a delegation network andauthorizes(k1; k2; o) true. In Theorem 10 it was shown that DN has a �-nite acyclic subnetwork DN 0 = hKeys 0;Certs 0;Auths ;Flow 0; auth 0i whereauthorizes(k1; k2; o) for all k 2 Keys 0. In the �nite acyclic graph formed bythe Flow 0 relation there are no in�nite chains. We will construct the �nitedelegation tree from this relation from root down.Let Nodes0 = fn�;k1g and let Arcs0 = ;. Assign function h the valueh(n;;k1) = k1. For i = 1; 2; : : : , let Nodes i = fn0n;c; n0n;k j n 2 Nodes i�1 ^hh(n); ci 2 Flow^hc; ki 2 Flowg where the nodes n0n;c and n0n;k are new nodesnot in Nodes i�1. Since the new nodes are named after their parent, the pathscannot join, and a tree is formed. Let also Arcsi = fhn; n0n;ci; hn0n;c; n0n;kijn 2Nodes i�1 ^ hh(n); ci 2 Flow ^ hc; ki 2 Flowg. The construction followscerti�cate chains in DN 0 adding one key�certi�cate step on each iteration.Since the number of keys and certi�cates in DN 0 is �nite and no loops exists,the construction must come to an end at some iteration after which Arcs iand Keys i are empty. Let j be the index of the last round where keys arefound. There is only a �nite number of nodes in all Nodes i because Nodes0is �nite and, on every iteration, the number of nodes attached to each oneof the previous nodes is limited by the �nite number of keys and certi�catesin the network.Let Nodes = [ji=0Nodes i and Arcs = [ji=0Arcsi. These sets are also �nite.Assign h the values h(n0n;c) = c and h(n0n;k) = k for all n0n;c; n0n;k 2 Nodes .From the way the nodes were added to the sets, it follows that hNodes ;Arcsiis a tree, and h a homomor�sm from the tree to DN 0. This is because the



� 24 �nodes mapping into certi�cates have one parent mapping into their issuerand a set of children corresponding to the subjects of the certi�cate. Thus,DT = hNodes ;Arcs; hi is a delegation tree in DN .The root of the tree is n�;k1 that is mapped into k1 by h. Hence, Claim1 of the theorem holds for the tree DT . According to Theorem 10 thesubnetwork DN 0 can be selected in such a way that the only key that isnot an issuer of any certi�cate in DN 0 is k2, and that all certi�cates inDN 0 delegate the operation o. The former means that all leaf nodes ofthe constructed delegation tree DT map into k2. The reason is that ourconstruction of the delegation tree only ends at nodes that map into a keyand whose corresponding key does not issue any certi�cates in DN 0. (Def.1 requires all certi�cates to have at least one subject). Thus, Claim 2 of thetheorem holds for the tree DT . Since all nodes of the tree DT map into somekey or certi�cate in DN 0, the latter means that the nodes can only map intocerti�cates that delegate the right to operation o. Thus, also Claim 3 of thetheorem holds. �The trees are �nite because we restricted the number of subjects on a cer-ti�cate to �nite. The same theorem would hold for in�nite sets of subjectsand in�nite trees. The �niteness in the de�nition of delegation tree (Def.15) could be replaced by a requirement that all paths from the root of thetree to the leafs have �nite length. In real systems, however, �nite sets ofkeys are more common, and we use the �nite trees as a basis for terminatingalgorithms.



� 25 �4 Certi�cate reductionThe SPKI draft document [15] presents a certi�cate reduction technique forauthorization decisions. (It is called 5-tuple reduction because the SPKI cer-ti�cates are de�ned as 5-tuples). At the time being, the reduction is de�nedonly for certi�cates with a single subject but we present our own de�nitionthat we believe to convey the idea accurately also for joint-delegation certi�-cates. In fact, our de�nition is simpler because we do not need to distinguishbetween certi�cates with one and more subjects.Sec. 4.1 contains the de�nition and illustration of the reduction technique.Sec. 4.2 shows rigorously that certi�cate reduction is a correct and adequatetechnique for making authorization decisions in our general framework.4.1 De�nition of certi�cate reductionIn certi�cate reduction, two certi�cates are merged into one. Fig. 4 illus-trates the reduction process. The reduced certi�cate has the same issueras the �rst of the original certi�cates and the combined subjects from bothcerti�cates, except for the one key that issued the lower certi�cate. Thisway, two certi�cates in a chain can be reduced into one. By repeating theprocess, any set of certi�cates can be combined into one.De�nition 18 (certi�cate reduction) Let DN = hKeys ;Certs ;Auths ;Flow ; authi be a delegation network. Delegation network DN 0 = hKeys ;Certs 0;Auths;Flow 0; auth 0i is obtained from DN by reducing certi�cates c1 with c2,i� Certs 0 = Certs [ fcg where c is a new certi�cate not in Certs andFlow 0 = fhk; ci j hk; c1i 2 Flowg [fhc; ki j hc2; ki 2 Flowg [fhc; ki j hc1; ki 2 Flow ^ hk; c2i 62 Flowg:and auth 0(c) = auth(c1) \ auth(c2).It is important to note that reduction of c1 with c2 di�ers from the reductionof c2 with c1. When the names of the reduced certi�cates need not be explic-itly mentioned, we simply say that DN 0 is obtained by a single certi�catereduction from DN .The de�nition allows the reduction of any two certi�cates, even when theydo not form a chain. In practice, however, reductions are useful only whenthe issuer of c2 is a subject of c1.
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Figure 4: Certi�cate reduction4.2 Soundness and completeness of certi�cate reductionThe next lemma shows that extending the subject set of a certi�cate doesnot increase the rights delegated to any key. That is, if two certi�cates areidentical except that one has more subjects, that one is redundant.Lemma 19 Let DN = hKeys ;Certs ;Arcs ;Auths ; authi be a delegation net-work and DN 0 = hKeys;Certs 0;Arcs 0;Auths ; auth 0i be a supernetwork ofDN where Certs 0 = Certs [ fc0g. Assume that the issuer of some c 2 Certsis also the issuer of c0, auth(c) = auth(c0) and the set of subjects of c0 is asuperset of the set of subjects of c. Then, authorizesDN 0 = authorizesDN .Proof Since DN is a subnetwork of the delegation network DN 0, we haveauthorizesDN � authorizesDN 0 . For the inclusion in the other direction,assume that authorizesDN 0(k1; k2; o). Theorem 17 says that there exist adelegation tree in DN 0 satisfying the three claims of the theorem. If thereare nodes n in the tree that map into c0, we rede�ne for all these nodesh(n) = c. Since the subjects of c0 are a superset of the subjects of c, n haschildren mapping onto all the subjects of c. The children of n that do notmap into subjects of c and the subtrees under these children are removedfrom the tree. By this construction, we get a delegation tree in DN for whichthe three claims of Theorem 17 still hold. Therefore, authorizesDN (k1; k2; o).This su�ces to show the inclusion in the other direction. Thus, the relationsare equal. �Soundness of certi�cate reduction means that the reduced certi�cates donot have any e�ect on the authorizes relation in the delegation network.Completeness means that the reduction can be used as a way of deciding



� 27 �the authorization problem. That is, it is possible to reduce any chain ofdelegation into a single certi�cate. The next lemma is essential in provingthe soundness.Lemma 20 Let DN 0 be a delegation network obtained by a single certi�catereduction from DN . Then, authorizesDN 0 � authorizesDN .Proof Let the delegation network DN 0 be obtained from DN by reducingcerti�cate c1 with c2 whereby a reduced certi�cate c0 is obtained. Assumethat authorizesDN 0(k1; k2; o). Theorem 17 says that there exist a delegationtree DT 0 = hNodes 0;Arcs 0; h0i in DN 0 satisfying the three claims of thetheorem.There are three possible cases: (1) no nodes of DT map into c0, (2) one ormore nodes map into c0 and the issuer of c2 is a subject of c1, and (3) oneor more nodes map into c0 and the issuer of c2 is not a subject of c1.Case (1): If none of the nodes of the tree maps into c0, the tree is also adelegation tree for DN and by Theorem 17, authorizesDN (k1; k2; o).Case (2): The tree contains one or more nodes that map into the reducedcerti�cate c0. Let n0 be one of the nodes. In that case there exist also nodesn0iss and n0sub;i; i = 1; : : : ; l, mapping onto the issuer and the subjects of c0.We assume also that the issuer k of c2 is a subject of c1. We construct a newdelegation tree by removing n0 and adding two new certi�cate nodes n1, n2and one key node n3. DT = hNodes ;Arcs ; hi and Nodes = (Nodes 0 n fn0g)[fn1; n2; n3g. The value of h is equal to h0 for all nodes from DT 0, and forthe new nodes, h(n1) = c1, h(n2) = c2 and h(n3) = k, where k is the issuerof c2. Denote the set of keys of DN by Keys . The new set of arcs isArcs = ((Arcs 0 n (Keys � n0)) n (n0 �Keys) [fhn0iss; n1ihn1; n3i; hn3; n2ig [fhn1; n0sub;ii j i 2 f1 : : : lg ^ hc1; h(n0sub;i)i 2 Flowg [fhn2; n0sub;ii j i 2 f1 : : : lg ^ hc2; h(n0sub;i)i 2 Flowg:This construction gives a delegation tree in DN that still ful�lls the threeclaims of Theorem 17. (The root and the leafs of the tree remain unchanged.)Consequently, authorizesDN (k1; k2; o).Case (3): We still have to consider the possibility that the issuer of c2 isnot a subject of c1. In that case, the new certi�cate c0 is like c1 only withextended set of subjects. By Lemma 19, this does not add anything new tothe authorizesDN 0 relation.Hence, the theorem holds in all cases. �



� 28 �We now have the necessary tools for proving the main result of this section.Theorem 21 (soundness and completeness of certi�cate reduction)Let DN0 = hKeys ;Certs ;Auths;Flow ; authi be a delegation network. It istrue that authorizesDN (k1; k2; o) i� there is a �nite sequence of delegationnetworks DN0;DN1;DN2; : : : ;DNl such that DNi+1 is obtained from DNiby certi�cate reduction for i = 1; : : : ; l, and that there is a certi�cate c inDNl such that o 2 auth 0(c) and the issuer of c is k1 and the only subject ofc is k2.ProofIf DNl has the certi�cate c described in the theorem, then by applyingconditions 1 and 2 of Def. 4, we get authorizesDNl(k1; k2; o). This must betrue also in the original network DN0 because from Lemma 20 it followsthat authorizesDNi+1 � authorizesDNi for i = 1; : : : ; l and consequentlyauthorizesDNl � authorizesDN0 . Hence, the reduction method gives soundresults.Let DN be a delegation network where authorizesDN (k1; k2; o). We needto show that there always is a �nite sequence of certi�cate reductions thatproduce the certi�cate c.Theorem 17 says that there exists a �nite delegation tree DT0 in DN0 suchthat the three claims of the same theorem are satis�ed. We claim that either(1) there is a node mapped into a certi�cate in DT such that its parent ismapped into k1 and its only subject into k2 and the certi�cate authorizesthe operation o, or (2) there are two nodes n1 and n2 in DT0 such that theparent of n1 is a child of n2. Assume that alternative (1) is not true. Then,select one leaf node nleaf of the tree, and the parent n of this node. n mapsinto a certi�cate. If n has a child n0 other than nleaf , this child is not mappedinto k2 and thus is not a leaf and has a child n00 itself. In that case, we canchoose n1 = n and n2 = n00. On the other hand, if n has only nleaf as achild, its parent node cannot be the root, because that would be case (1).Thus, the parent n0 of n has a parent n00 and we can choose n1 = n00 andn2 = n. This shows that one of the alternatives (1) and (2) holds.We now reduce pairs of certi�cates step by step and replace correspondingtwo nodes in the tree by new nodes corresponding to the reduced certi�cate.This way, we get a tree that shrinks in every reduction.We start from DN0 and its delegation tree DT0 and for i = 0; 1; 2; : : : , dothe following. If alternative (1) does not hold but is true (2) instead, we canreduce the two certi�cates h(n1) and h(n2) where the issuer of the latter isa subject of the former. The reduction results in a new delegation network



� 29 �DNi+1 with an added certi�cate cnew . We construct a delegation tree DTi+1by removing the nodes n1, n2 and the node n3 corresponding to the issuer ofh(n2) from the tree and by inserting a new node nnew instead. nnew has theissuer of n1, and all the children of n1 and n2 except for n3. We also assignh(nnew ) = cnew . The resulting tree DTi+1 is a delegation tree in DNi+1,because the new node corresponds to the reduced certi�cate. Furthermore,DTi+1 also ful�lls the three claims of Theorem 17 since the root and leafsdo not change and o 2 auth(cnew ) = auth(h(n1)) \ auth(h(n2)).This way we get a sequence of delegation networks DN0;DN1;DN2; : : : andtrees in them DT0;DT1;DT2; : : : . Since DT0 is �nite and in every reductiontwo nodes of the previous tree are replaced with one in the next tree, theprocess has to end at some point in alternative (2) becoming false. Thishappens at latest when there is only once certi�cate node left in the tree.Hence, for some l � 0 the alternative (1) will be true and the desired c existsin DN0.When alternative (1) holds in the tree DNl, we have the desired result. Thatis, there is a single certi�cate c in DTl as described in the theorem above. �



� 30 �5 Threshold certi�catesIn this section we describe certi�cates where a su�ciently large subset of thesubjects of a certi�cate can delegate or use the authority given by it. Sec. 5.1introduces threshold values and Sec. 5.2 describes how threshold certi�catescan be made more �exible by dividing them into subcerti�cates.5.1 (k; n) schemesA (k; n)-threshold certi�cate is considered valid if k of its n subjects co-operate in using or further delegating the access rights. Joint-delegationcerti�cates with k subjects correspond to (k; k)-threshold certi�cates. Thethreshold value is simply a convenient short-hand notation for a set of joint-delegations where all subjects are required to co-operate. That is, a (k; n)-threshold certi�cate can be expanded to �nk� joint-delegation certi�cates withk subjects in each. Therefore, we have not complicated the theory above withthreshold values.5.2 Open threshold certi�catesIn the joint-delegation and threshold certi�cates described above, the set ofsubject keys has to be �xed at the time of certi�cate creation. This is be-cause the keys are explicitly listed in the certi�cate. It is, however, possibleto leave the set of subjects open. We can give each subject a separate certi�-cate (subcerti�cate) that includes the threshold value and a unique identi�erof the certi�cate set. The set of certi�cates are considered valid only if thethreshold number of subcerti�cates with the same identi�er are presentedtogether. This way, the set of subjects is open for later additions. Moreover,the division of the certi�cates into several subcerti�cates adds �exibility tocerti�cate management and the holders of the certi�cates can remain anony-mous until they want to further delegate their share of the access rights. Wecall this kind of scheme open threshold certi�cates. The properties of theopen threshold certi�cates make them an attractive alternative to �xed sub-jects sets. This is especially so because it appears that most implementationswould be simpli�ed by the transition.In this section, we will show that the open threshold certi�cates can simulatethe functionality of normal threshold and joint-delegation certi�cates andthat the security of the system is not endangered in the transition.First, open threshold certi�cates must be formally de�ned. We do this byadding �dummy� operations to the delegation network and by rede�ning the



� 31 �authorizes relation.De�nition 22 (open-threshold-type authorizations) Open-threshold-type authorizations are triples hid; l; ai 2 Ids � Z+� Auths where Ids is aset of identi�ers, Z+ are positive integers called threshold values and Authsare set-type authorizations.The authorizations of the form hid; 1; ai with any value of id are identi�edwith each other for every a and the symbol a is used to represent them.The set of operations for a delegation network with open-threshold-type au-thorizations OAuths is de�ned as Ops = [fa j hid; l; ai 2 OAuthsg. Thenew �elds id and l in the certi�cates are used to convey information aboutjoint delegation and the �eld a gives the set operations for which rights arebeing delegated.We need to de�ne the authorizes relation for the new type of authorizations.De�nition 23 (authorizes relation) Let DN = hKeys ;Certs ;OAuths ;Flow ; authi be a delegation network where the authorizations are of open-threshold type. Denote by Ops the operations of DN . The authorizationrelation authorizesDN � Keys �Keys �Ops is the smallest three-place rela-tion such that1. if k 2 Keys and o 2 Ops, then hk; k; oi 2 authorizesDN , and2. if for some id 2 Ids, l 2 Z+ and k1 2 Keys there exist at least lpairs of keys k and certi�cates c such that hk; k2; oi 2 authorizesDN ,hc; ki 2 Flow , hk1; ci 2 Flow and auth(c) = hid; l; ai where o 2 a, thenhk1; k2; oi 2 authorizesDN .In practice, there should be a single threshold value matching each identi�erand only one key should issue certi�cates with a given identi�er. Since theserules cannot be enforced in a distributed system of issuers, the de�nitionabove treats certi�cates with equal identi�er but di�ering threshold value orissuer as belonging to di�erent groups, just as if they had di�erent identi�ers.Other policies can of course be de�ned for this kind of situations.Finally, we are able to give a transformation from delegation networks withjoint-delegation or threshold certi�cates to ones with open threshold cer-ti�cates. The resulting network simulates a joint-delegation certi�cate byissuing to all subjects separate certi�cates that contain a common identi�er.De�nition 24 (transformation Open) Let DN = hKeys ;Certs ;Auths;Flow ; authi be a delegation network with set-type certi�cates. Open(DN) =



� 32 �hKeys ;Certs 0;OAuths;Flow 0; auth 0i is a delegation network de�ned byCerts 0 = fc0c;k j c 2 Certs ^ hc; ki 2 Flowg;Flow 0 = fhk0; c0c;ki j c0c;k 2 Certs 0 ^ hk0; ci 2 Flowg [fhc0c;k; ki j c0c;k 2 Certs 0g;OAuths = Certs � Z+�Auths :For all c0c;k 2 Certs 0; auth 0(c0c;k) = hc; l; auth(c)i where l is the number ofsubjects of the certi�cate c.It should be carefully noted that the certi�cates c0c;k are just plain items in thecerti�cate set. In implementations, they will not contain any identi�cationof the original c and k. The new authorizations, on the other hand, have anexplicit �eld containing the name of the original certi�cate or other uniqueidenti�er for the set of certi�cates in Open(DN) that are derived from onecerti�cate in DN . Since the original certi�cate names do not have anystructure and they are forgotten in the transformation process, this �eld doesnot carry any hidden knowledge of the structure of the original network. Itonly groups the new certi�cates according to their origin.We will show that the transformation Open preserves the authorizes relation.This means that the open threshold certi�cates can express any kind ofdelegation that the set-type authorizations could.Theorem 25 Let DN be a delegation network with set-type authorizations.Then, authorizesDN = authorizesOpen(DN):Proof LetDN = hKeys ;Certs ;Auths;Flow ; authi be a delegation networkwith set-type authorizations and let Open(DN) = hKeys ;Certs 0; F low0;OAuths; auth 0i. We notice that a certi�cate in DN corresponds to a set ofcerti�cates in Open(DN). This set is the certi�cates that were named c0c;kfor the subjects k of c.If we consider the authorizes relations in the two networks, we see that Defs.4 and 23 both de�ne authorizes as a closure of the set de�ned by Rule 1, onwhich the two de�nitions agree, with respect to Rule 2, which di�ers in thede�nitions. We will compare Rules 2 and see that they actually are equiv-alent. Assume that authorizesDN (k; k2; o) and authorizesOpen(DN)(k; k2; o)for all keys k in some set K.Assume also that hk1; ci 2 Flow , that o 2 auth(c) and that all the keys kfor which hc; ki 2 Flow are in K. The idea of the assumption is that the



� 33 �conditions of Rule 2 of Def. 4 are met. By Def. 24, the number l of certi�catescorresponding to c in Open(DN) is equal to the number of subjects of c.This l is also the threshold number visible in the authorizations of all the lcerti�cates. The l certi�cates have all k1 as issuer and the subjects of c assubjects. Since all these subjects are in K, the conditions listed in Rule 2 ofDef. 23 are also met.On the other hand, assume that in Open(DN) for some id 2 Ids and l 2Z+ there exist at least l pairs of certi�cates c and keys k 2 K such thathk1; ci 2 Flow 0, hc; ki 2 Flow 0 and auth 0(c) = hid; l; ai where o 2 a. Thisassumption has the meaning that the conditions of Rule 2 of Def. 23 are met.Again, Def. 24 requires that there is at least one certi�cate in DN with thesame issuer k1 and the same l subjects. The reason is that the values of idin Open(DN) uniquely identify a group of certi�cates corresponding to onecerti�cate in DN . Since all the subjects k are in K, the conditions listed inRule 2 of Def. 4 are ful�lled.Hence, Rule 2 in one of the de�nitions is applicable to a key k1 if and onlyif it is applicable in the other de�nition. As the closure rules are equal andthe starting sets are equal, the resulting closures are also equal. �We will denote the issuers of a set of certi�cates by issuers(C) = fk j c 2C ^ hk; ci 2 Flowg.Next we want to show that addition or removal of certi�cates in DN canbe simulated by addition or removal of certi�cates by the same issuers inOpen(DN). This proves that the transformation Open preserves the func-tionality of the delegation network.Theorem 26 Let DN1 be a delegation network with certi�cates Certs1 andwith set-type authorizations and let DN2 with certi�cates Certs1 be its sub-network. Denote the certi�cates of Open(DN1) by Certs 01 and of Open(DN2)by Certs 02. Then, Open(DN2) is a subnetwork of Open(DN1), andissuers(Certs1 n Certs2) = issuers(Certs 01 n Certs 02):Proof That Open(DN2) is a subnetwork of Open(DN1) is a direct conse-quence of the monotonic nature of the transformation Open. Added certi�-cates in DN result in added certi�cates in Open(DN). The issuers of theadded certi�cates are also the same. �In order to see that the transformation is secure, we still must show thatany additions to the authorizes relation that can be achieved by a set of
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Open arbitrarysupernetworkTheorem 27:supernetworkcan be found changes made bysame keys DN2 = Open(DN1)
authorizesDN4 = authorizesDN3Figure 5: Delegation networks in Theorem 27keys in Open(DN) could also be caused by the same set of keys in DN .When issuing new access rights in Open(DN) can be simulated in DN bythe same issuers, we know that the transformation does not endanger theaccess control policy.Theorem 27 Let DN1 be a delegation network with set-type authorizationsand certi�cates Certs1, and denote the certi�cates of DN2 = Open(DN1) byCerts2. Let DN3 be a supernetwork of DN2 with the same set of keys andauthorizations. Then, DN1 has a supernetwork DN4 with certi�cates Certs4such that authorizesDN3 = authorizesDN4 andissuers(Certs4 n Certs1) = issuers(Certs3 n Certs2):Proof We �rst include in DN4 all the certi�cates of DN1. Let then C =Certs3nCerts2 be the set of added certi�cates in DN3. If auth3(c) = hid; l; aifor a certi�cate c 2 C, then we add to DN4 a certi�cate for every set of lcerti�cates in DN3 whose identi�er is id, threshold value l and issuer thesame as that of c. The subject sets of these certi�cates are formed by thesubjects of the l certi�cates. Clearly, the issuers of the certi�cates Certs4 nCerts1 will be the same keys as the issuers of the certi�cates C.If we now compute Open(DN4), the result is almost equal to DN3. One dif-ference is that the identi�ers of certi�cate groups may have changed and thatsome groups may have been duplicated. Another di�erence is that if new cer-ti�cates were added with an identi�er already existing inDN3 thus exceedingthe threshold value l associated with the identi�er (this is a (l; n) scheme withn > l), the subsets of size l of the certi�cates have been enumerated as certi�-cate groups of size l with new identi�ers. The changes of identi�ers and dupli-cation of certi�cates naturally does not a�ect the authorizes relation. Also,the splitting of certi�cate groups to all their threshold-size subsets does notcause any changes to the situations where Rule 2 of Def. 23 can be applied.



� 35 �DN1
DN4 DN3

Open arbitrarysubnetworkTheorem 28:subnetworkcan be found changes made bysame keys DN2 = Open(DN1)
authorizesDN4 � authorizesDN3Figure 6: Delegation networks in Theorem 28As in the proof of Theorem 25, closure of the same base set with respect to thesame rule results in the same authorizes relation in DN3 and Open(DN4).Hence, authorizesDN3 = authorizesOpen(DN4) = authorizesDN4 . �Similarly, it is possible to show that removal of certi�cates from Open(DN)can be simulated or surpassed in DN by removal of certi�cates issued by thesame key. This means that the transformation does not open any new linesof denial of service attack by expiring or revoking certi�cates.Theorem 28 Let DN1 be a delegation network with set-type authorizationsand certi�cates Certs1, and denote the certi�cates of DN2 = Open(DN1)by Certs2. Let DN3 be a subnetwork of DN2 with the same set of keys andauthorizations. Then, DN1 has a subnetwork DN4 with certi�cates Certs4such that authorizesDN4 � authorizesDN3 andissuers(Certs1 n Certs4) = issuers(Certs2 n Certs3) )Proof Denote be the set of removed certi�cates in DN3 by C = Certs3 nCerts2. We construct DN4 by removing from DN1 all certi�cates issuedby the keys issuers(C). All certi�cates issued by other keys are retained.Clearly, the issuers of the certi�cates Certs4 n Certs1 are the same keys asthe issuers of the certi�cates C.In a way similar to the proof of Theorem 25, we show that if Rule 2 of Def. 4 isapplicable in DN4 then Rule 2 of Def. 23 is applicable in DN3. Write DN3 =hKeys ;Certs ;Auths ;Flow ; authi and DN4 = hKeys ;Certs 0;Auths 0;Flow 0;auth 0i.Let K be a set of keys where for all keys k both authorizesDN3(k; k2; o) andauthorizesDN4(k; k2; o). Assume that for some certi�cate c, hk1; ci 2 F low0,o 2 auth 0(c) and hc; ki 2 F low0 implies k 2 K. The assumption means



� 36 �that authorizesDN3(k1; k2; o) by Rule 2 of Def. 4. Then c is also in DN1and not issued by any key in issuers(C). If c has l subjects, there are lcerti�cates in DN2 corresponding to c. These l certi�cates have a commonidenti�er, they are all issued by the issuer of c, their threshold value is l,and they have the subjects of c as their subjects. Since the issuer of c is notin C, these certi�cates remain in DN3. Hence, Rule 2 of Def. 23 says thatauthorizesDN3(k1; k2; o).authorizesDN3 and authorizesDN4 are closures of the same set (fhk; ki j k 2Keysg of Rule 1) with respect to the di�erent Rules 2. Since Rule 2 isapplicable in DN3 always when it is in DN4, the closure in DN4 is a subsetof the closure in DN3: authorizesDN4 � authorizesDN3 . �It should be noted that Theorems 25�27 and the proofs of this section do notonly show properties of our proposed certi�cates scheme. They can generallybe used as guidelines as to what kind of properties must always be shownwhen we want to replace a certi�cate scheme by another without changingthe security properties.



� 37 �6 Algorithms for deciding the authorization prob-lemIn the literature, no actual algorithms for authorization decisions have beendescribed. The SPKI document [15] states that its authors believe that theauthorization problem can be answered but no implementation exists forthe time being. Some discussion on the implementation techniques but nocomplete algorithms can be found in [22, 19].In this section, we will describe several algorithms for the authorization deci-sions. The algorithms are designed to handle threshold certi�cates. Normaljoint-delegation certi�cates are special cases where the threshold value equalsthe number of subjects.Two things are worth noting about our algorithms. Firstly, they are based onsimple path-�nding algorithms for directed graphs. We have not consideredany pre-computation techniques. Storing the precomputed results or somepartial information in the memory can lead to constant-time algorithms butthe memory space required is quadratic with respect to the size of the certi�-cate database. Using that much storage space does not seem feasible in theimplementations that we have in mind, although some kind of caching mightimprove the e�ciency of our algorithms. Secondly, signature veri�cation isnot a part of the algorithm. All signatures are veri�ed at the time when thecerti�cates are entered into the database.6.1 Typical delegation network structureThe delegation networks in practice will not be arbitrary graphs but they areexpected to have certain structure. Although the system architecture itselfdoes not constrain the relations between the keys, common practices willarise from the way popular applications choose to chain their certi�cates.We anticipate that most delegation networks will have an hourglass shape(Fig. 7). On the top of the hourglass there are the servers and on thebottom the clients. Direct certi�cates between the servers and clients arescarce. Instead, the access rights are distributed to the clients by a networkof intermediate keys. These can be certi�cate managers near the clients,reference monitors near the servers, and service brokers between them. Inthe extreme case, there could be a single broker delivering access rights fromservers to clients, as in Fig. 9(a).Application programs, user platforms and servers themselves are unlikelyto incorporate wide capabilities for maintaining valid certi�cates. There-
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Figure 7: Typical delegation network structurefore, specialized server software is needed for certi�cate acquisition, updates,bookkeeping and veri�cation. These servers will need algorithms for autho-rization decisions from large sets of certi�cates, and they themselves forman additional key layer in the network.Naturally, the common structure will only hold for majority of the certi�-cates. There may be occasional short links and even certi�cates issued byclients to servers. Also, the servers or clients can create a wealth of relation-ships amongst themselves. Thus, the system must be able to accommodatecerti�cates between arbitrary keys. Nevertheless, we will optimize the e�-ciency of our algorithms with the hourglass structure in mind.6.2 Certi�cate reduction as an algorithmThe only decision procedure de�ned in the SPKI document is certi�cate(i.e. �ve-tuple) reduction. That is, rules are given for how two certi�catesreduce into one. A server should grant access to a client if there is a path ofcerti�cates that recursively reduces into a single certi�cate where the serveritself authorizes the client. The reduction rules correspond to our de�nitionof certi�cate reduction in Def. 18.Since the reduction technique is a sound and complete (see Theorem 21) wayof deciding the authorization problem, it can be used as an implementationtechnique. When a client has two certi�cates that form a chain, it sends themto the issuer of the �rst one who signs and returns a reduced certi�cate. Forthe issuer, the operation is purely syntactic manipulation of the certi�cates.It checks the signatures and automatically grants the reduced signature. Theclient has certi�cates reduced when possible or when it thinks it needs to.When the client wants to request an operation from a server, it sends alongthe request a reduced certi�cate signed by the server that directly authorizes
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(b)forwardDFS k1 k2fail 1 (c)DFSbackward1Figure 8: Depth-�rst forward search can visit the same node several times.the client to the operation.A problem with this approach is that the client must maintain the certi�catesand decide when it needs to start reducing the path. Therefore, techniquesare needed for e�cient path �nding and decision making from a set of cer-ti�cates even when the certi�cate reduction is actually implemented.6.3 Depth-�rst search forwardThe most straight-forward way to verify authorization from a delegation net-work is depth-�rst search in the graph of keys and certi�cates tracing the�ow of access rights from the server to the client. The recursive search proce-dure has, in fact, been proposed as an alternative de�nition of authorizationfor the SPKI certi�cates [29].Pseudo-code for a recursive depth-�rst search algorithm is found in Listing 1.The algorithm should contain no surprises to the reader. For each certi�cate,it counts the valid paths leading from subjects of the certi�cate to the client.If the count reaches the threshold required by the certi�cate (the thresholdis 1 for non-joint delegation and equals the number of subjects for normaljoint-delegation), there is a valid authorization path from the issuer of thecerti�cate to the client.Unfortunately, the number of paths in a graph grows exponentially with thegraph size. Fig. 8(b) shows an example of how forward search must processsome nodes again even though they have been visited before. (This is agood test case for algorithmic improvements.) If all certi�cates had only onesubject, a linear algorithm could be used instead.Our implementation that was used for the experiments reported in Sec. 6.6,does several further optimizations to avoid retraversing paths. Althoughthese signi�cantly reduce the number of keys processed, the complexity ofthe algorithm remains exponential. Typically, existing certi�cate paths arefound fast but negative answers can take even millions of steps.
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1 function dfsForward (server ,client ,operation )2 return dfsForwardRecursive(server ,client ,operation );34 function dfsForwardRecursive (key ,client ,operation )5 mark key as in search path;6 if (key = client ) return TRUE;7 for c in certificates issued by key8 if (c authorizes operation )9 countPaths = 0;10 for (subj in subjects of c )11 if (countPaths < threshold value of c12 AND (subj marked as having path to client13 OR (subj NOT marked as having path to client14 AND subj NOT marked as in search path15 AND dfsForwardRecursive(subj ,client ,operation ))))16 countPaths = countPaths + 1;17 if (countPaths � threshold value of c )18 mark key as having path to client;19 return TRUE;20 unmark key as in search path;21 return FALSE;Listing 1: Depth-�rst search forward from server to client
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Figure 9: When forward branching is greater, backward search is faster6.4 Depth-�rst and breadth-�rst search backwardIn addition to the multiple traversing of same paths, the forward search hasanother ine�ciency. In Fig. 9, there is a simple hourglass shaped delegationnetwork. Part (b) shows how a forward depth-�rst search from the server�nds the client. In part (c), the same kind of search is initiated backwardfrom the client to �nd the server. The searches are functionally equivalent(even the same algorithm can be used when all certi�cates have only onesubject), but since the network branches less in the backward direction, thebackward search is faster.There are two possible ways for handling joint-delegation certi�cates in back-ward search. One can span forward searches from the subjects in order todetermine immediately if enough paths from the subjects to the client exist.This approach su�ers from the poor performance of the forward search. In-stead, we have chosen to count the number of paths leading from the clientto the subjects, and to continue the backward search from the issuer of thejoint-delegation certi�cate when the threshold value is reached. This appearsto be simple and e�ective. If the same subject never appears twice in thesame certi�cate, the counting can be optimized by keeping counters with thecerti�cates. In the pseudocode of Listing 2, we have chosen the most generalapproach and recount the subjects on every visit. Fig. 8 (c) illustrates howthe backward search processes every key at most once.Thus, the backward search in a delegation network with many joint-delegationcerti�cates is much more e�cient than the forward search, linear-time withrespect to the size of the network. Because of the di�erent branching fac-tors, it is also somewhat more e�cient in a delegation network where allcerti�cates have a single subject.Backward search can also be done in breadth-�rst order as in Listing 3. The
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22 function dfsBackward (server ,client ,operation )23 return dfsBackwardRecursive(client ,server ,client ,operation );2425 function dfsBackwardRecursive (key ,server ,client ,operation )26 mark key as having path to client;27 if (key = server) return TRUE;28 for c in certificates given to key29 if (c authorizes operation30 AND issuer of c NOT marked as having path to client)31 countPaths = 0;32 for (subj in subjects of c )33 if (subj marked as having path to client)34 countPaths = countPaths + 1;35 if (countPaths � threshold value of c36 AND dfsBackwardRecursive(issuer of c ,server ,37 client , operation )38 return TRUE;39 return FALSE;Listing 2: Depth-�rst search backward from client to server
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cFigure 10: Two searches meet in the middlebreadth-�rst algorithm processes keys by increasing distance from the client.Like in the depth-�rst algorithm, the issuers of joint-delegation certi�catesare discarded until enough of the subjects of the certi�cate have been pro-cessed. In theory the breadth-�rst search can require more memory than thedepth-�rst search. In our experiments, however, the memory consumptionwas so small that we found it di�cult to give any estimates.6.5 Two-way searchThe graph search can be optimized by starting from both ends and meetingin the middle of the path. This is illustrated in Fig. 10.The average cost c of �nding the path between two nodes in a graph growsexponentially with the length d of the path. By searching from both endsand meeting in the middle, we can reduce the problem to two parts with pathlength d=2. This way, the complexity decreases to approximately the squareroot of the original. In general graphs, we can search both ways and markvisited nodes along the way. When one search �nds a node visited by theother, we know that a path exists. In order to �nd the complete path, thesearch that had �rst visited the node and already left it must retraverse thegraph to �nd that node again, unless memory can be used to remember thepaths to all visited nodes. When we do not have excess memory at disposal,the two-way search thus reduces the cost of deciding the existence of a pathbetween two nodes to 2pc and the cost of �nding the path to 3pc. (This is,of course, not complete mathematical treatment but it should give an ideaof the magnitude of the expected bene�ts.)When the branching factors of the graph in the two directions are di�erent, asin our case, the e�ciency is not improved quite as much but still signi�cantly.The reason is that a one-way search is always done in the direction of thesmaller branching factor while a two-way search must also go in the less



� 44 �

40 function bfsBackward (server ,client ,operation )41 nextKeys = {client };43 mark client as having path to client;44 while (nextKeys != ;)45 currentKeys = nextKeys;46 nextKeys = ;;47 for key in currentKeys48 for c in certificates given to key49 if (c authorizes operation50 AND issuer of c NOT marked as having pathto client)51 countPaths = 0;52 for subj in subjects of c53 if (subj marked as having path to client)54 countPaths = countPaths + 1;55 if (countPaths � threshold value of c )56 if (number of certificates given toissuer of c > 0)57 nextKeys = nextKeys [ {issuer of c };58 mark issuer of c as having path to client;59 if (issuer of c = server ) return TRUE;60 return FALSE;Listing 3: Breadth-�rst search backward from client to server



� 45 �bene�cial direction. If the branching factors can be estimated, the meetingpoint should be set nearer the end from which the branching is greater, nothalf-way between. If the distance d and the branching factors �1 and �2 arelarge enough, the optimal meeting point is distanced log �2=(log �1 + log �2)away from the end from which the branching is �1.In practice, the average paths are likely to be so short that the above formulais not needed to determine the optimal depth of the forward search. Instead,a constant value of one or two can be used unless the delegation paths areknown to be especially long.In a delegation network with a lot of joint-delegation certi�cates, the gainsof two-way searching are not as big as suggested by the above formula. Thereason is that the joint-delegation certi�cates make forward search of morethan one or two steps from the server towards the client infeasible. Still,when large numbers of servers sign certi�cates for a few intermediate keys,the bene�ts of �rst marking keys one or two keys away from the server canbe noticeable. If all certi�cates have only a single subject, the situation isquite di�erent because also the forward search can be done more e�ciently.We implemented the two-way search by �rst doing depth-�rst search forwardfrom the server, marking the visited keys on the way, and then trying to �nda marked key with breadth-�rst search from the client. The forward search isterminated at a speci�ed maximum depth and at joint-delegation certi�cates.This way, it visits every key only once.6.6 Experimental evaluation of the algorithmsExperiments conducted with generated certi�cate data con�rm that the two-way search is the most e�cient of the algorithms. The backward searchalgorithms appear almost as fast.Since no real-world certi�cate databases are available for the time being, wegenerated random delegation networks with the assumed hourglass structure.This was done by dividing the keys to several levels, the top level representingservers and the bottom level clients. The number of keys on each level andthe amounts of certi�cates between each two levels were chosen according toour (admittedly vague) idea of the typical system. The network was thenautomatically constructed by creating the certi�cates between random keysin the speci�ed levels.The data presented here was collected from a network with 4 layers of keys.



� 46 �Level # keys1 1002 103 1004 5000
# certi�cates from level1 2 3 41 5 200 10 100to level 2 2 2 200 103 2 2 5 200004 2 2 2 500Number of % ofsubjects certi�cates1 802 153 34 2Table 1: Parameters for the generated delegation networkSearch algorithmDecision dfs forward dfs backwd+forwd dfs backward bfs backwardall 3273 4327 56 54positive 3581 4210 53 51negative 2347 4676 64 64Table 2: Average number of algorithmic steps for a key pair in di�erentalgorithmsTable 1 shows the number of keys on each level and the certi�cates betweenthem. It should be noted that in this network, there are only few backwardarcs towards the server. (This is determined by the lower half of the matrixgiving certi�cate counts.) We found the results of comparisons between al-gorithms to be relatively stable with small changes in the parameter values.The amount of backward arcs and the arcs inside the levels, however hadgreat e�ect on the e�ciency of the forward depth-�rst search (see the dis-cussion below). Although we have chosen the parameters to somewhat helpthat algorithm, the results are not too favorable to it.The experiments with di�erent one-way algorithms showed that the depth-�rst backward search and breadth-�rst backward search perform best (seeTable 2). Any performance di�erences between these two algorithms were in-



� 47 �Depth of forward searchDecision 0 1 2 3 4all 56 42 67 1517 1606positive 51 32 58 1714 1804negative 70 71 92 970 1053Table 3: Average number of algorithmic steps for a key pair in two-waysearch Depth of forward searchDecision 0 1 2 3 4all 58 36 73 1900 1895positive 50 21 60 2065 2048negative 81 82 116 1370 1406Table 4: Average cost in two-way search with no joint delegationsigni�cant and certainly much smaller than di�erences caused by implemen-tation details. The depth-�rst forward search and the depth-�rst backwardsearch that spans forward searches at joint-delegation certi�cates, performedbadly.In the delegation network of Table 1, the forward searches took about 50times more time than the pure backward searches. The e�ciency of thedepth-�rst search is greatly dependent on the completeness of the graph andon the number of backward arcs from levels near the client to levels near theserver. These arcs create more paths in the graph, and the depth-�rst searchmay traverse a lot of them. The positive answers are usually returned quitefast while negative results may require exponentially more work. In somenetworks, the forward searches become painfully slow taking occasionallymillions of steps to complete queries with a negative result.In the comparisons, the lookahead test of the breadth-�rst backward search(Listing 3, line 56) was disabled. We observed that the lookahead can reducethe number of keys processed in the algorithm by up to 70 %. The more pureclients, i.e. keys that only receive certi�cates, there are, the more signi�cantthe speed-up will be. Hence, the optimization is in many situations moresigni�cant than it �rst seems.The two-way search was tested by the �rst starting depth-�rst forward fromthe server to a maximum depth, and then looking for for the marked nodes



� 48 �with breadth-�rst search backward from the client. (The depth-�rst searchstopped at all joint-delegation certi�cates; see Sec. 6.5.) Table 3 shows howthe cost of computation varied in the two-way search as a function of thedepth of the forward search.With the delegation network of four levels, one step of forward search gavebest results. This is so because the one step away from the client saves a lotof work in going through the large number servers attacked to a single broker.Nevertheless, the average savings amount to only 25 %. In experiments withother delegation network parameters, the best results were also given byforward search to the depth of one or two certi�cates. When the networkhad �ve or more levels of keys, forward search of depth two was usuallyfaster. The savings in computation time were between 10 and 50 %.Table 4 shows the same kind of measurements as Table 3, only for a networkwithout any joint-delegation certi�cates. Here we can see that the two-waysearch saves about 60 % of the cost for queries where a valid path is found.The performance improvement is much bigger than when joint-delegationcerti�cates are present. This is natural because the forward search part inthe two-way search cannot handle joint-delegation certi�cates.It is also interesting to compare the last column of Table 2 with the �rstcolumn of Table 3. These �gures should be approximately equal. Bothexperiments were done by averaging the execution costs for over 1000 keypairs from the same delegation structure. The variation seems to be alwaysgreater in the searches with negative answer but we expect such queries tobe minority in actual systems.



� 49 �7 ConclusionIn this report, we presented a formal model of distributed, key-oriented trustmanagement systems. In the new systems, emphasis is put on delegation ofaccess rights with certi�cates. In contrast to centralized or hierarchical,identity-oriented systems, the new distributed access control systems allowfree formation of local and global authorities and trust relations betweenthem. Rights are connected to cryptographic keys, not to identities of per-sons or systems. This approach allows much more freedom in limiting thelevel of trust between entities. As far as we know, our work is the �rstattempt to formalize the ideas behind these systems. It appears that theconcept of delegation can be presented as a relatively simple formal modelwithout consideration to implementation details.In particular, we presented a formal semantics of delegation in a network ofcerti�cates. The delegation network was de�ned as a bipartite graph whosenodes are keys and certi�cates. The arcs of the graph represent the �ow ofauthority from issuer keys to certi�cates and from certi�cates to subject keys.The main question to be queried from a delegation networks is that does akey authorize another one to a given operation with a given set of certi�cates.It was shown that when each certi�cate has only a �nite number of subjects,the authorization of a key by another one is always done with a �nite setof the certi�cates. We also gave an equivalent tree-based formulation ofauthorization. This made it easy develop intuitive proofs and to visualizethe workings of algorithms.The biggest advantage of the formal model was that it made it possible todiscuss general properties of delegation networks without considering the de-tails of various standards proposals. The equivalence of di�erent techniquesfor access control decisions was proven. In particular, we proved the sound-ness and completeness of the SPKI certi�cate reduction with respect to themodel. Moreover, we suggested a simple way for representing threshold cer-ti�cates and proved it to have desired functional and security properties.Hopefully, the proposed changes will have e�ect on the ongoing standardiza-tion work.The model was also used as a basis for development of algorithms for manag-ing certi�cate databases. We described and compared several algorithms forauthorization decisions from a database of certi�cates. The algorithms arebased on well-known graph-search techniques that have been enhanced tohandle joint-delegation certi�cates. Conceptual analysis and measurementson generated certi�cate data were done to compare the e�ciency of the algo-rithms. The main observations from the experiments was that it is feasibleto make authorization decisions from large delegation networks comprising



� 50 �thousands of keys and certi�cates. The most e�cient algorithm was foundto be the two-way search where we �rst mark keys one or two certi�catesaway from the server with a forward search and then try to locate one ofthe marked nodes with a backward search from the client key towards theserver.In the future, we hope to derive a further abstraction of the formal modelwhere the authorizations can have general lattice structure instead of beingrights to perform a set of operations. This should make the theory simplerand mathematically more aesthetic. Other promising lines of future workinclude implementation of a certi�cate management database and develop-ment of algorithms for automatic retrieval of certi�cates from a networkenvironment.
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